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ABSTRACT 

Universal AHPL, a hardware description language, is supported by a function 

level simulator. Driving the simulation is a data base, generated by STAGE1 of the 

Three-Stage Hardware Compiler, and the output of the COMSEC Processor, which 

provides the user with control over the simulation and the printed results. 

This paper describes the design and use of the function level simulator 

HPSIM4A, a refined extension of its predecessor, HPSIM4. HPSIM4A is a thoroughly 

tested and debugged version of HPSIM4 with additional features that utilize more of 

Universal AHPL's descriptive capabilities. In particular, the multiple clock, the specific 

driving clock and the User-Defined Functional Register capabilities can now be 

simulated. Additionally, provision has been made to simulate both positive and negative 

edge triggered flip-flops and User-Defined Combinational Logic Units with a minimal 

programming effort. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

For some time now there has been a significant effort at the University of Arizona 

towards developing a complete Computer Aided Design (CAD) system for digital 

systems design. The complete system would be capable of taking the logic designer's 

functional description, optimizing it for testability and producibility, testing it, and 

generating the required layouts and masks needed for production. A result of this effort 

is the Three-Stage Hardware Compiler, shown in Figure 1 [4], 

Function Level 
Simulat ton 

UAHPL 
Funct tonal 
ClrcuVt 
Descr tptIon 

STAGE STAGE 2 

STAGE 3A 

STAGE 3B 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

STAGE 3Z 

Figure 1. Three-Stage Hardware Compiler 
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The driving force behind the evolution of this type of system was the desire to 

minimize the development of duplicate software. That is, processes which are 

application dependent were identified and separated from those which are not. As 

depicted in Figure 1, the final output of the system may take several different forms. 

Common to all applications, however, is the initial circuit description, using a hardware 

description language, and the processes performed by STAGE1 of the compiler. The 

STAGE1 software converts all information contained in the circuit description into a set 

of executable tables. It also performs the majority of the semantic and syntactical error 

checking. The tables of STAGE1 may be used as input to STAGE2 or to a function 

level simulator. STAGE2 assigns control states and builds a transfer/connection list 

for each distinctively controlled data register or bus [4]. The ultimate purpose of the 

compiler, as previously mentioned, may be mask generation, chip/circuit layout, or 

automatic test sequence generation, among others. It is for this reason that STAGE3 

software is particularly application dependent as opposed to STAGE'S 1 and 2. 

1.1 Objective 

Before these end products are reached, however, it is necessary to verify the 

circuit's functional behavior by simulation. It is also necessary to insure that this 

simulated circuit is the same as that used to generate the input to STAGE'S 2 and 3. 

Thus the need for a function level simulator, HPSIM4A, that is driven by the original 

circuit description. The fact that little or no additional effort is required to use an 

additional capability of the complete CAD system is quite a convenience. 
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1.2 Implementation Overview 

A simplified block diagram of the simulation system is shown in Figure 2. The 

circuit description is developed by the user, utilizing the hardware description language 

Universal AHPL (UAHPL) [3], and processed by the STAGE1 program. STAGE1. 

converts the UAHPL to a tabular form more easily read and manipulated by the 

simulator software, HPSIM4A. Reference [9] contains a concise discussion of the 

STAGE1 program and reference [3] gives complete documentation of the tables 

generated. 

UAHPL 
Funct t onal 
Clrcutt 
DescrIpt ton 

STAGE I Tables 

Clock Mode 
Funct ton Level 
Behavlor 

User-Prov t ded 
StmulatIon 
Control —3 
Requests 

COMSEC Tables 

STAGE I 

COMSEC 

HPSIM4A 

Figure 2. HPSIM4A System 
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In order for the simulation to be meaningful, the user must be provided with a 

way to interface and control the system. The length of simulation, initial memory 

contents, which signals to monitor and external input signal values are several examples 

of parameters the user may want to vary from simulation to simulation. The COMSEC 

Processor gives him this flexibility. Its output is also in tabular form and a thorough 

explanation can be found in reference [9]. 

1.3 The New Simulators 

Most recent in the line of function level simulators at the University of Arizona 

are HPSIM4 and HPSIM4A. They are the direct descendants of HPSIM2, a simulator 

that supports the design language AHPL II [2]. HPSIM4 was designed to support 

UAHPL, a design language with several additional features in addition to those offered 

by AHPL II. 

In general, UAHPL is a superset of the register transfer level language AHPL, 

developed by Hill and Peterson [1]. It utilizes three basic constructs: Combinational 

Logic Units (CLU's), Functional Registers (FREG's) and Modules. A CLU consists of 

combinational logic elements only. CLU's may be nested within other CLU's. FREG's 

may contain memory elements as well as combinational logic elements and may be 

nested within other FREG's and/or contain CLU's. The sub-modules, CLU's and 

FREG's, provide the UAHPL user with the level of abstraction needed to develop a 

structured and organized design. A Module may invoke both types of sub-modules. 

However, its most critical purpose is to describe and establish the sequential control 

of events. 
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1.3.1 HPSIM4 

There were several issues carefully considered when developing HPSIM4. 

Portability and the ease of expanding the storage capabilities are features provided by 

the choice of RATFOR as the source code language and the use of the RATFOR Pre

processor and its "macro" processor. The RATFOR Pre-Processor converts the source 

code to standard FORTRAN which is supported by most general purpose computers. 

Only slight modifications are then required to transport the FORTRAN code from one 

machine to the next. The most practical solution to the trade-off between speed and 

storage capability is to use tables to store data and control information, and a byte-

oriented interpretive approach for execution of the simulation. The sizes of the 

simulation supporting tables are defined by constants, and changed if required by the 

user, in one place in the program. The "macro" processor is then left with the task of 

scanning the entire HPSIM4 code and redefining each symbolic constant. HPSIM4 also 

includes most of the UAHPL features with the exception of bi-directional buses, multiple 

clocks and user-defined sub-modules [9]. The next logical step was to include several 

of these exceptions as part of a new simulator. 

1.3.2 HPSIM4A 

The result of the next set of refinements is HPSIM4A. In developing HPSIM4A, 

the HPSIM4 code was first thoroughly examined and "de-bugged". Then, more 

importantly, it was modified to include multiple clocks, specific driving clocks and User-

Defined Functional Registers. This paper describes the specifics of those modifications 

required to implement these new features, thereby distinguishing the new simulator, 
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HPSIM4A, from HPSIM4. It is assumed throughout that the reader possesses a working 

knowledge of UAHPL. 

The body of the paper begins with Chapter 2's concise overview of the STAGE1 

tables. Readers are strongly urged to familiarize themselves with these tables, by 

reviewing the example in Chapter 4 of reference [3] if necessary, before continuing to 

Chapter 3. An explanation of how these tables were manipulated, augmented, and later 

used to facilitate the implementation of the simulator's new features follows in Chapter 

3. This is accomplished by addressing the actual software and would be of use to 

someone planning to modify HPSIM4A. The expanded description of the additional 

capabilities and limitations of HPSIM4A, contained in Chapter 4, would be of special 

interest to a potential user of the simulator, as would its two detailed examples. And 

finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the research with reference to the examples, results and 

possible future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.0 HPSIM4A INPUTS 

Essential to understanding any piece of software is understanding its inputs. 

While simulation control parameters and a UAHPL circuit description are the user-

supplied inputs to the simulation system, each of these is pre-processed by a filter 

program whose output is an input to HPSIM4A, see Figure 2. The simulation control 

interfacing is handled by the COMSEC Processor. The addition of HPSIM4A's new 

features did not necessitate altering COMSEC or that portion of HPSIM4 that uses the 

COMSEC output. Therefore, since reference [9] contains a current discussion of these, 

they will not be mentioned further. However, the output of the interface with the UAHPL 

circuit description, the STAGE1 Processor output, is used extensively by the 

modifications included in HPSIM4A. The remainder of this chapter will reiterate the 

more complete documentation of references [3] and [9], with special attention given 

to the subset of STAGE1 's output most affected by HPSIM4A's modifications. 

2.1 STAGE1 

The software that makes up the STAGE1 Processor consists of three major 

routines. The SCANNER routine does the actual reading of the UAHPL circuit 

description one character at a time. It passes this information to the SYNTAX routine 

which uses it to build a production of the UAHPL grammar. Refer to Appendix A of 

reference [9]. The SEMANT routine is then called to enter the production into the 

STAGE1 output tables. These tables aid the subsequent stages of the Three-Stage 
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Hardware Compiler, and the function level simulator, in interpreting and manipulating 

the information contained in the UAHPL circuit description. There are a total of 16 

tables generated by STAGE1. 

2.1.1 The Symbol Table (SYMSTB) 

This table stores the actual characters making up the names of symbols used 

throughout the circuit description. Each row represents a unique symbol. It is primarily 

used in STAGE1 when printing out the final contents of the tables or error messages, 

or by HPSIM4A in printing error messages and simulation results. This is the only table 

not contained in the large, dynamic array called STORE. 

2.1.2 The System Table (SYSTAB) 

The System Table is the starting point in deciphering the STAGE1 output. Each 

Module or sub-module, in the circuit description, is represented by a single row in this 

table. In general, the individual entries are pointers to rows of other tables. Refer to 

Table 1. Note particularly that a Module's driving clock is referenced in column 3. 

2.1.3 The Symbol Declaration Table (SDT) 

The Symbol Declaration Table is derived from the declaration/header portion of 

the UAHPL description. All type and dimensioning information, or pointers to it in the 

case of sub-module circuit elements, can be found here. To implement its new 

features, HPSIM4A modifies and uses this table extensively. Refer to Tables 2 and 3. 
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Table 1. System Table (SYSTAB) 

Description 

SYMSTB row of the name of the Module or Sub-Module 

Code for the type: 81 for Module 
641 or 642 for CLU's 
781 or 782 for FREG's 

SRT row of master clock of a Module 

SDT row where declarations begin 

SDT row where declarations end 

SQRT row where steps begin 

SQRT row where steps end 

First REF row for declared and/or defined Sub-Modules 

Last REF row for declared and/or defined Sub-Modules 

Lower end of nodes allocated by STAGE1 

Upper end of nodes allocated by STAGE1 

Unused 

Unused 



Table 2. Symbol Declaration Table (SDT) 
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Column # Description 

1 SYMSTB row of the symbol 

2 Type code derived from UAHPL grammar (refer to Table 3) 

3 Pointer to LRT row for LABELS, REF row for Sub-Modules, or REF 
row for parameters of all others 

4 For Modules: # of bits in each row of the symbol (# of columns) 

5 For Modules: # of bits in each column of the symbol (# of rows) 

6 For Sub-Modules: executable THUNK row for # of columns 

7 For Sub-Modules: executable THUNK row for # of rows 

8 Node # assigned by STAGE1; if negative, an SDT pointer to the 
same symbol in another Module 

9 TOTS row for user-defined PIN assignment 

10 Unused 



Table 3. Type Codes for SDT 

Code Type 

0 FOR-CONSTRUCT variable 

116 LABEL 

121 BUS 

122 EXBUS 

123 EXINPUT 

124 INPUT 

125 MEMORY 

126 OUTPUT 

128 EXOUTPUT 

151 CLU 

152 FREG 

253 Undeclared/Parameter 

681 Sub-Module INPUT 

682 Sub-Module OUTPUT 

999 Unknown 



2.1.4 The Reference Table (REF) 

The Reference Table serves several purposes. First, it provides a link between 

a declared sub-module and its definition. Second, it gives argument and parameter 

pointers from the definitions of sub-modules. Lastly, it gives parameter information, 

such as specifying a clock, for other types of circuit elements. Refer to Table 4. 

2.1.5 The Symbol Reference Table (SRT) 

In general, the Symbol Reference Table is generated from the BODY of the 

UAHPL description and is used extensively during the HPSIM4A simulation. Each row 

represents a segmentation of a single circuit element. Referring to Table 5, note that 

columns 6 though 9 are used for sub-modules only and negative entries signify that 

they are copies of the indicated SDT row's corresponding columns. 

2.1.6 The Step-QTABLE Relation Table (SORT) 

As its name suggests, this table gives the QTABLE (see section 2.1.7) entries for 

each step of the UAHPL control sequence. Each row corresponds to a single step of 

a Module. ENDSEQUENCE or non-procedural quadruples are indicated by a 0 in 

column 2 and a non-zero entry in column 6. Sub-modules are represented by a single 

row with a 0 in column 2. Refer to Table 6. 
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Column # Description 

1 For Sub-Modules: SYMSTB row of the name 
For parameters: no entry 

2 SYSTAB row of defined Sub-Module or 
0 if Sub-Module is not defined or parameter referenced 

3 First ARG row 

4 Last ARG row 

5 First PARAM row 

6 Last PARAM row 

7 Unused 

8 Unused 



Table 5. Symbol Reference Table (SRT) 
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Column # Description 

1 SDT row where symbol is declared 

2 If column 6 is 0, lower column subscript 

3 If column 7 is 0, upper column subscript 

4 If column 8 is 0, lower row subscript 

5 If column 9 is 0, upper row subscript 

6* Executable THUNK row for lower column subscript 

7* Executable THUNK row for upper column subscript 

8* Executable THUNK row for lower row subscript 

9* Executable THUNK row for upper row subscript 

An asterisk (*) indicates columns used only for elements internal to Sub-Modules. 
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Table 6. Step-QTABLE Relation Table (SQRT) 

Column # Description 

1 SYSTAB row where Module/Sub-Module is defined 

2 Current step number 

3 QTABLE row of first quadruple of the current step 

4 QTABLE row of the last quadruple of the current step 

5 A "1" indicates a NODELAY step 

6 Strobe: Non-zero indicates step is always active 
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2.1.7 The Quadruple Table (QTABLE) 

The Quadruple Table is a coded representation of all action that takes place in 

the UAHPL description. Each step in a Module's control sequence is broken up into 

a series of quadruples. A quadruple is made up of a production number derived from 

the UAHPL grammar (column 1), its operands (columns 2 and 3) and a result (column 

4). Columns 2, 3 and 4 are pointers to a TOTS row (see section 2.1.8) with the 

exception of FOR and IF quadruples. Refer to Table 7. 

2.1.8 The Table of Temporary Symbols (TOTS) 

TOTS is the collection point for quadruple operand information. The meaning 

of each column varies (refer to Table 8) depending on the production with which it is 

paired, and is indicated by the code in column 1. Rows, associated with Modules, 

that contain a column 1 code of -1, -2 or >0 have had some pre-processing of 

information done to fill columns 2 and 3. For sub-modules, the entries in columns 2 

and 3 for these codes are erroneous. A code of -2 or >0 indicates that column 4 is 

a pointer to store intermediate results. When a -2 code is used to represent an 

argument of a sub-module, an entry of -1 is allowed in column 4 to indicate that there 

is "no connection". Column 1 entries of >0, used for destination catenation and 

conditional productions, are pointers to QTABLE rows to be processed. 
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Table 7. Quadruple Table (QTABLE) 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 

Transfers, 
Connections 

Destination Source 0 

2 operand 
productions 
(catenations, 
conditionals, 

and logic) 

RHS operand LHS operand Result 

Single operand 
productions 

0 Operand Result 

Binary string, 
Binary encode 

Operand 0 Result 

FREG 
Invocation 

Name Argument(s) 0 or pointer 
to condition 

CLU or 
FREG for logic 

Name Argument(s) Result 

Branch, 
CONTROLRESET 

Step(s) 0 or condition 0 

FOR, IF Pointer to 
FOR/IF Table 

0 0 
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Table 8. Table of Temporary Symbols (TOTS) 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 

-1 # of # of SRT row 
columns rows pointer 

-2 or >0 # of # of Storage node 
columns rows assigned by 

STAGE1 

-3 # of entries Not used First 
in PINTAB PINTAB row 

-4 # of entries Not used First 
in ARG ARG row 
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2.1.9 The Parameter Table (PARAM) 

The Parameter Table is pointed to when information about any of the 3 types of 

parameters is required. There are formal parameters in the heading of a sub-module's 

UAHPL description and actual parameters. Actual parameters appear in a Module's, or 

sub-module's, declaration and may provide dimensioning information, in the case of 

declaring sub-modules, or may be sub-type specifiers for indicating clocks, flip-flop 

type, etc. Actual parameters provided by Modules must be integer constants. Refer 

to Table 9. 

2.1.10 The Argument Table (ARG) 

The Argument Table consists of a single column and is similar to the Parameter 

Table in that it contains entries for both formal and actual arguments. Rows 

corresponding to formal arguments are derived from the heading of a sub-module's 

defining UAHPL description and are pointers to SDT. Actual argument rows are pointed 

to by TOTS, since they are one component of a quadruple, and contain a pointer back 

to TOTS. 

2.1.11 The FOR Table (FOR) 

This table contains all information used to process the FOR-CONSTRUCT 

quadruples. Refer to Table 10 and the UAHPL grammar. 

2.1.12 The IF Table (IF) 

A row of this table is pointed to by QTABLE to access all information needed to 

process IF quadruples. Refer to the UAHPL grammar and Tables 11 and 12. 



Table 9. Parameter Table (PARAM) 
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Column 1 Column 2 

If <0, 0 
an SDT row 

0 Actual value 

If >0, 0 
a THUNK row 

Table 10. FOR Table (FOR) 

Column # Description 

1 SDT row for index variables 

2 Executable THUNK row for initial value of the index variable 

3 Executable THUNK row for final value of the index variable 

4 Executable THUNK row for the step size 

5 QTABLE row for first quadruple of the loop 

6 QTABLE row for last quadruple of the loop 



Table 11. IF Table (IF) 
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Column # Description 

1 SDT row for LHS relational index variable 

2 Relational code derived from UAHPL grammar (refer to Table 12) 

3 Executable THUNK row for the relational arithmetic expression 

4 First QTABLE row for 'THEN" quadruples 

5 Last QTABLE row for 'THEN" quadruples 

6 First QTABLE row for "ELSE" quadruples 

7 Last QTABLE row for "ELSE" quadruples 

Table 12. IF Table Relation Codes 

Column 2 Relation 

771 li«»_II 
1 Equal 

772 ^ i Less than 

773 Greater than 

774 "<>" Not equal 

775 Less than or equal 

776 ">=» Greater than or equal 
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2.1.13 The THUNK Table (THUNK) 

The THUNK Table is where arithmetic expressions are stored. It has two major 

purposes. First, it is used for calculating dimensioning information for sub-modules 

and is pointed to by SDT, SRT and PARAM. Second, it is pointed to by FOR and IF 

tables for their index variables. When a pointer to THUNK is given, it always points 

to the Result row which indicates which other rows to execute. Refer to Table 13. 

2.1.14 The PIN Table (PINTAB) 

The PIN Table stores the actual integers used for bit-strings, user-defined pin 

numbers and steps in branching and CONTROLRESET productions. An entry of -1 

indicates a "don't care" condition. 

2.1.15 The LABEL Relation Table (LRT) 

This table is used, with the aid of SRT, to store information about symbols 

declared as LABELS. A LABEL is declared to represent a segment of a previously 

declared element. Refer to Table 14. 

2.1.16 The PULSE Table (PULSE) 

Any previously declared circuit element that is declared a PULSE is represented 

by a row in this table. Its single column contains the SDT row number of the element. 
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Table 13. THUNK Table (THUNK) 

Operation Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 

Result 211 First THUNK 
row to execute 

Last THUNK 
row to execute 

(X) + (Y) 221 THUNK row 
for(Y) 

THUNK row 
for (X) 

(X ) - (Y )  222 THUNK row 
for (Y) 

THUNK row 
for (X) 

(X)(Y) 231 THUNK row 
for (Y) 

THUNK row 
for (X) 

(X)/(Y) 232 THUNK row 
for (Y) 

THUNK row 
for (X) 

(X)w 241 THUNK row 
for (Y) 

THUNK row 
for (X) 

- 00  254 THUNK row 
for (Y) 

0 

(V) 255 THUNK row 
for (Y) 

0 

Integer 252 Integer value 0 

Variable 253 SDT row for 
variable 

0 
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Table 14. LABEL Relation Table (LRT) 

Column # Description 

1 SYMSTB row of the LABEL name 

2 SDT row for LABEL declaration 

3 Pointer to SRT row for segmentation 
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CHAPTER 3 

3.0 THE ACTUAL SOFTWARE 

The HPSIM4A Simulator software is managed by a single routine. MAIN, the 

system supervisor, queries the user for the input data to be used from STAGE1 and 

COMSEC, then delegates all remaining tasks to be performed among four sub-systems 

of routines. These sub-systems are invoked in a linear fashion and are supported by 

a library of functions, sub-routines and tables as shown in Figure 3. 

The first sub-system to be called is the Interface. It is the simplest of the four 

and merely reads the input files into HPSIM4A's internal storage. 

The Pre-Processor Sub-System is called next. Previously part of the Interface, 

this set of routines was so greatly expanded for HPSIM4A that it warranted being 

grouped as a separate sub-system. As before, its basic purpose is to check and 

modify the input tables to facilitate the actual simulation. Since many of its functions 

and routines are new additions, it will be treated in some detail. 

If all is well following the Pre-Processor, the Initializer will be invoked. This sub

system is responsible for setting up the simulation's print-out and the states of the 

UAHPL circuit registers and external inputs as directed by the user. 

Finally, the Simulation Sub-System is invoked. Its top level routine, SIMUL, 

remains in charge throughout the entire actual simulation. It controls the simulation's 

sequence of events as well as its output processing. HPSIM4A's new features required 

many modifications to this sub-system. 



WHAT ARE INPUTS ? 

STAGE I 

OPEN INPUT 
FILES 

r • 

COMSEC 

CALL INTERFACE 

CALL PREPROCESSOR 

NO PRINT 
ERROR 

MESSAGE 

INPUT 
OK ? LIBRARY 

YES 

CALL INITIALIZER «s-

CALL SIMULATOR 

Figure 3. HPSIM4A Organization 
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The remainder of this chapter will be dedicated to the implementation details of 

HPSIM4A and its expanded capabilities. The library of functions, sub-routines and 

tables will be introduced as the explanation of each sub-system necessitates. 

Reference [9] should be consulted for those parts of the simulator not requiring 

modification. 

3.1 The Interface Sub-Svstem 

As previously mentioned, this sub-system is charged with accepting the input 

data files for HPSIM4A. It has changed very little from its HPSIM4 form. There are two 

main routines. RSTORS handles STAGEI's output tables and RSTORC handles the 

COMSEC tables. Both use a method of dynamically allocating blocks of the shared 

internal storage pool, STORE. 

To place a row of a STAGE1 table into STORE, the sub-routine LOCATE is 

called. It, in turn, calls ALLOC to reserve a block of BSIZE consecutive rows for the 

table. ALLOC will not be called again until the block just reserved is full. Choosing the 

value for BSIZE involves evaluating the trade-off between speed and the efficient use 

of STORE. BSIZE, as well as the size of each table is defined in DEFNS. 

To find an element of a table, the sub-routine RECEIV is used. Given the table 

name, row and column number of the desired entry, RECEIV will return the correct 

subscript into the array, STORE. For a detailed description of this dynamic storage 

approach, refer to Chapter 5 of reference [2]. 
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3.2 The Pre-Processor Sub-Svstem 

As its name indicates, the new Pre-Processor Sub-System processes a portion 

of the input data before the actual simulation begins. Many of the functions that it 

performs could be done, repetitively, during simulation. However, it was concluded that 

by investing some run time and a small amount of memory for additional tables up 

front, the overall speed of the simulator would be greatly enhanced. This is especially 

true when the user requests a long simulation. The five main routines of the Pre-

Processor are UPDSDT, SETFRG, CHKSUB, SETCLK and UPDCOM. 

3.2.1 UPDSDT 

The HPSIM4A UPDSDT routine has undergone several changes since its HPSIM4 

version. While it performs all of its previous functions of altering the STAGE1 tables for 

ease of Module simulation, it has been given the additional task of preparing them to 

be processed in order to simulate FREG's and multiple clocks. 

The first task that UPDSDT performs is one that is retained from the HPSIM4 

version. Each Module's associated SDT rows are examined and altered. If STAGE1 

tried to assign a node to a circuit element, UPDSDT assigns it a pointer to the Symbol 

Value Tables (SVT) and stores this pointer in SDT column 8. Each SVT node 

represents a byte, 8 bits, of storage. The number of nodes needed to store one row 

of the element is calculated and entered into SDT column 10 and the pointer to the 

next available SVT node is incremented appropriately. 

The next task is to process and provide the means for inter-Module 

communication needed to realize the new multiple clock feature. STAGE1 has marked 

the INPUTS of one Module that appear as OUTPUTS of another by negating the 
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OUTPUTS' SDT row numbers and entering them in the INPUTS' SDT row column 8. 

UPDSDT recognizes this and copies the OUTPUTS' SDT columns 8 and 10 to the 

INPUTS' corresponding columns. However, the entry to the INPUTS' column 8 is 

negated to indicate that this element's clocking is determined in another Module. 

LABELS contained in Modules are processed next. The SDT row column 3 of 

a LABEL contains a pointer to LRT, which points to SRT, to define the LABEL via its 

SDT row. The type of the LABEL, a column shift, a row shift and exact copies of the 

LABELed element's SDT columns 8 and 10 are entered into the LABEL'S SDT columns 

3, 6, 7, 8 and 10, respectively. An additional feature of HPSIM4A is its ability to handle 

the LABEL of a LABEL. 

Since HPSIM4 does not support FREG's, the next several lines of code are 

unnecessary there. However, for HPSIM4A they perform some required pre-processing 

of FREG's that are conditionally invoked. The QTABLE row generated by STAGE1 for 

production 391 necessitates an extra step be taken. QTABLE column 4 contains a 

pointer to a TOTS row, which contains a pointer to the TOTS row of the actual 

conditional argument. Since this is not a normal function of TOTS, the TOTS row of 

the actual argument will be entered into the QTABLE column 4. 

Next, the temporary or intermediate results, pointed to by TOTS, are assigned 

SVT nodes. STAGE1 's sign for "no connection" is retained and will be handled during 

the actual simulation. For TOTS rows associated with Modules, nodes are assigned in 

a manner similar to that previously described for SDT rows. However, since the TOTS 

rows of defined FREG's may be associated with multiple copies of actual FREG's, they 

may have different dimensions and are left unprocessed by STAGE1. At this point, the 

initial stages of building a new table, FTOT, take place. FTOT will be very similar to 
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TOTS. Its three columns will have the same meaning as TOTS columns 2, 3 and 4. 

A column corresponding to column 1 is not necessary since all entries here will be 

intermediate or temporary results. The step performed here is to enter, into TOTS 

column 4, a displacement that will point to an FTOT row. 

A displacement into two more new tables, PID and FDT, is also required for SDT 

rows associated with FREG's. For each sub-module, the sub-routine LINK is called. 

STAGE1 does very little error checking of sub-modules and LINK checks each SDT row 

of the sub-module in question for duplicate declarations. Then it begins to build PID 

and FDT by entering a displacement, from the starting row of the appropriate table, into 

SDT column 8. The Parameter ID (PID) Table's entries contain actual parameter values 

which are used later in the Pre-Processor to complete FDT, the FREG Declaration 

Table. FDT contains the same information for sub-modules as SDT does for Modules. 

UPDSDT's last function is to handle "don't care" conditions, a new feature of 

HPSIM4A. A "don't care" is stored in PINTAB as a -1. HPSIM4A restores this as a +1 

and in effect makes it "float" to the high state. 

3.2.2 SETFRG 

The SETFRG routine was written specifically to aid HPSIM4A in handling FREG's. 

To this end, it alters STAGE1 tables, directs the building of four new tables and 

performs various error checking functions. The new tables are FTAB, PID, FDT and 

FTOT. 

SETFRG itself fills in the majority of the entries of the Function Table, FTAB. 

Each Module's SDT rows are searched until a FREG declaration is found. This 

declaration is then paired with the definition of a FREG. Each of these declarations will 
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have an FTAB row associated with it. A pointer to the correct FTAB row is entered in 

SDT column 3. Refer to Table 15 for details on the contents of FTAB. MODPAR is 

called to extract the parameters for each FREG. These are placed in the PID table 

where they are readily available to be used by the MODFDT sub-routine. MODFDT 

performs the actual dimensioning of FREG elements by building FDT. 

SETFRG now repeats the above procedure, searching the FDT rows associated 

with each previously created FTAB row for a FREG declaration. The FTAB row pointer 

is entered in FDT column 3 and FRGPAR and FRGFDT, respectively, complete the PID 

and FDT tables. With all parameter and dimensioning information processed, FRGTOT 

is called to build the FTOT table, used in handling intermediate results internal to 

FREG's. 

3.2.2.1 MODPAR and FRGPAR. These two sub-routines perform the same basic 

function of loading the PID table with parameter values. MODPAR does it for FREG's 

called from Modules and FRGPAR for FREG's called from other FREG's. The first 

parameter is skipped here since it contains clocking information. The remainder of 

these sub-routines pair an actual parameter, in the FREG's declaration, with a formal 

parameter in its definition. THUNK is used to determine actual parameters in FRGPAR, 

and all formal parameters. 

3.2.2.2 MODFDT and FRGFDT. Again, these two sub-routines perform the same 

function, loading FDT. MODFDT does it for FREG's called from Modules and FRGFDT 

for FREG's called from other FREG's. For each SDT row associated with a FREG, 

these sub-routines create an FDT row if it is of a type legal in FREG's. Elements of 

type LABEL and OUTPUT require special handling. LABELS undergo the same type of 

processing found in UPDSDT for LABELS in Modules. OUTPUTS are checked against 



Table 15. Function Table (FTAB) 
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Column # Description 

1 REF row associated with the FREG's declaration 

2 SYSTAB row of the definition 

3 First PID row for parameters 

4 First FDT row for internal declarations 

5 Last FDT row for internal declarations 

6 If >0, indicates the calling Module's SYSTAB row 
If <0, indicates the calling FREG's FTAB row 

7 First FTOT row for intermediate results 

B Last FTOT row for intermediate results 

9 If >0, indicates the FREG's associated SDT row 
If <0, indicates the FREG's associated FDT row 

10 First EFTAB row for internal FREG's 
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their associated FREG's declaration, in an SDT or previously created FDT row, for 

dimension agreement. There is only one OUTPUT vector allowed and it is then linked 

with its FREG declaration by being given exact copies of the SDT (or FDT) columns 8 

and 10. All other legal types are assigned their own SVT nodes. THUNK plays a 

major role in determining the dimensions of these circuit elements. THUNK rows are 

executed by calling EXTUN and passing it the desired row number and applicable 

FTAB row number. 

3.2.2.3 FRGTOT. As mentioned above, FRGTOT is called by SETFRG to set up 

the FTOT table. FTOT is used to handle the intermediate results normally taken care 

of by TOTS. Since a single TOTS row, corresponding to one defined FREG may be 

used by several actual FREG's, TOTS uses the displacement entered during UPDSDT 

to point to FTOT for the required information. FRGTOT looks at each QTABLE row 

associated with an FTAB row and takes action as required by the indicated production. 

In general, dimension agreement among input operands is checked and the actual 

dimensions of the result operands are calculated and entered in FTOT, along with an 

SVT node assignment. For terminal productions, those that complete an action, only 

dimension checking is performed and FTOT is not involved. The revised sub-routine 

DSCBND is used repeatedly, as it is capable of returning SVT node numbers and 

dimensioning information, given a TOTS.row and an FTAB row, for all previously 

processed operands. 
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3.2.3 CHKSUB 

The next major routine, CHKSUB, of the Pre-Processor has a very descriptive 

name. It is responsible for checking the integrity of all sub-modules in actual usage. 

This is another case of pre-processing being performed in lieu of waiting until the actual 

simulation. In fact, this function was previously part of the Simulator Sub-System in 

HPSIM4. 

CHKSUB starts by polling each QTABLE entry associated with each Module for 

one of three types of sub-module usage. The first type is the use of a Standard CLU. 

The sub-routine CHKCLU is called in this case. The next types recognized are a FREG 

used for its logic only and the full invocation of a FREG. CHKFNR is called in these 

cases. CHKSUB itself checks for three different errors in usage. One is the use of 

arguments by something other than a CLU or FREG. Another is the invocation of 

something other than a FREG. The last is the definition of a User-Defined CLU. 

CHKSUB also sets up yet another pointer to yet another table. The Effective 

FREG Table, EFTAB, is required in the event that a FREG is embedded in a FREG. 

Similar to the necessity of FTOT, this results in the possibility of a single TOTS row 

being associated with more than one actual FREG. Finally, CHKSUB completes its error 

checking and pre-processing by polling each QTABLE entry associated with each FTAB 

row, calling CHKCLU and CHKFNR as needed. 

3.2.3.1 CHKCLU. This sub-routine performs detailed error checking on every 

CLU usage. CHKSUB passes it the name of the CLU and all information needed for 

dimensioning the actual arguments. Its name, or referenced name, must match one of 

the Standard CLU names. They are INC, DCD, BUSFN, ADD, DEC, SUB, ASSOC and 

COMPARE. The next test checks that it is given the correct number of arguments. An 
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ADD has the option of a third argument, which may be a "no connection". Then, all 

dimensions of arguments are checked against each other and the CLU's declared size. 

If all is in order, a code to indicate which type of CLU was found is placed in TOTS 

column 3 of the row associated with the arguments. This will aid in the speed of the 

actual simulation. 

3.2.3.2 CHKFNR. The detailed error checking of FREG usage is done by 

CHKFNR. It is passed the FTAB row of the FREG to be checked, a code for the calling 

Module or FREG, and argument information for this particular quadruple. It proceeds 

to check for the correct number of arguments and that their dimensions agree with the 

FREG's definition. If these conditions are met, CHKFNR gives the actual simulation a 

head start as follows. If the FREG was called by a Module, its negated FTAB row 

number is entered in TOTS column 3 of the row associated with the arguments. If 

another FREG did the calling, the negated FTAB row number is entered into the EFTAB 

row pointed to by the arguments' TOTS column 3. 

3.2.4 SETCLK 

This new routine was written specifically to allow the HPSIM4A user to specify 

the driving clocks of Modules and memory registers. To accomplish this, SETCLK 

checks all specific clock requests for errors and stores the information in the new tables 

MODCLK, CTAB and CSVT (see Tables 16, 17 and 18). The process is completed in 

four steps. 

Determining the master clock of each Module is the first step. The SVT node 

number, specific column and type of the clock named in the BODY SEQUENCE 

statement is determined via SYSTAB, SRT and SDT. This information is given to the 



Table 16. Module Clock Table (MODCLK) 
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Column # Description 

1 If >0, a SYSTAB row of a Module 
If <0, a FTAB row of a FREG 

2 CTAB row or 0 

Table 17. Clock Table (CTAB) 

Column # Description 

1 SVT node number 

2 Specific column or bit of the SVT node 

3 Active flag: 1 if active 
0 if inactive 

Table 18. Clock Symbol Value Table (CSVT) 

Column # Description 

1 Originating Module's SYSTAB row 

2 CTAB row or 0 
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function GETCS. GETCS is responsible for finding the clock's origins, entering them 

in the Clock Table, CTAB, and returning the CTAB row number. An entry into the 

Module Clock Table, MODCLK, then completes the step. 

The next step concerns determining the driving clock of all elements internal to 

Modules. Each SDT row of each Module is handled separately, as follows. The driving 

clock's type, SVT node number and column are determined. If it is of type MEMORY 

or FREG, the function FNDCT is called to search CTAB for an entry that matches. The 

matching CTAB row number is returned or, if no match is found, a new CTAB row is 

created and that row number is returned. Clocks of type INPUT or EXINPUT will be 

handled by GETCS as previously described. If the current SDT symbol is referenced 

in another Module, as indicated by a negative number in SDT column 8, it will be 

handled there. LABELS are processed when the SDT row they describe is polled. 

EXINPUTS are associated with a CTAB row number of zero, since it is assumed that 

they are always clocked. Clocks specified by parameters, associated with a MEMORY 

declaration, are indicated by a REF row pointer in SDT column 3. REF points to 

PARAM which, in turn, points to another SDT row. This SDT row's indicated SVT node, 

column and type are handled as described above. Clocks of FREG's are handled 

similarly but require extra processing. Their FTAB rows are negated, along with their 

CTAB rows, and also entered in MODCLK. Any symbol with no driving clock specified 

is driven by its Module's master clock. 

The third step in SETCLK is to make entries in MODCLK for FREG's called by 

other FREG's. The information previously compiled in FTAB is used to determine the 

clock's FDT row via PARAM, THUNK, and SDT. The SVT node, column and type are 

extracted and another MODCLK row is created. However, instead of using GETCS, this 
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step uses the function GMCTR to find the CTAB row if the clock is not of type FREG 

or MEMORY. 

The final step is to complete the Clock Symbol Value Table, CSVT, for each FDT 

row of the FREG's. The process is similar to that described above for SDT rows with 

one exception. Instead of entering the current Module's SYSTAB row pointer in CSVT, 

the originating Module of the calling FREG is found, by "rolling back" FTAB, and entered 

here. 

3.2.4.1 GETCS. The function GETCS is called upon by SETCLK to find where 

a clock originates, enter it in CTAB and return the CTAB row number. Given the clock's 

type, SVT node number and column, it begins. If the type is EXINPUT, the clock 

originates with the user and no CTAB row is created. Refer to Chapter 4 for a more 

thorough discussion. All other clock types, except INPUTS, are flagged as errors. For 

clocks of type INPUT, each Module's ENDSEQUENCE steps are searched for a 

connection quadruple whose destination vector is a single bit. If a match exists 

between both the SVT nodes and their specific columns, the clock's source has been 

found and FNDCT is called to find the corresponding existing CTAB row, or create one. 

This CTAB row is returned to SETCLK. 

3.2.4.2 FNDCT and GMCTR. The functions FNDCT and GMCTR are also called 

upon to return a CTAB row number. However, they are provided with different 

information and, thus, look in different tables. FNDCT matches the actual contents of 

CTAB with the SVT node and column it is given. If no match is found, a new row is 

created and returned. GMCTR is given a Module's SYSTAB row, tries to match it with 

the available entries in MODCLK and returns the CTAB row with which it is paired. If 

no match is found, an error message results. 
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3.2.5 UPDCOM 

This is the main routine that performs error checking on the output of the 

COMSEC Processor. UPDCOM and its associated sub-routines have not been modified 

from their HPSIM4 versions. This is due to the fact that elements internal to FREG's 

can not be used in COMSEC commands. That is, when more than one FREG is 

associated with a single FREG definition, COMSEC has no utility for distinguishing 

between the internal elements of each, 

UPDCOM relies on four sub-routines to do the detailed work. FNDSYM tries to 

match a symbol used in COMSEC with one used in the UAHPL description. FNDSDT 

tries to find the symbol declared in an SDT row of a Module. DIMNSH verifies that 

dimensions from COMSEC are within the dimensions of the UAHPL Finally, USAGE 

verifies that the elements named in EXLINES commands are indeed EXINPUTS or 

EXBUSES and elements named in the INITIALIZE command are of type MEMORY. If 

the entry in REFLST is valid, the corresponding SDT row number is entered in REFLST 

column 1. 

3.3 The Initializer Sub-Svstem 

For a potential simulation to reach the Initializer Sub-System is no small feat. 

At this point, STAGE1 and COMSEC have had a chance to do their syntactical and 

semantic checking and the Pre-Processor Sub-System has performed its own error 

checking duties. Now it is time for simulator initialization to take place as directed by 

five major routines. They are SETOUT, DOINIL, PRINTS, DOEXTL and SETNST. Since 

the overwhelming majority of these routines, and their sub-routines, remain untouched 
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by the modifications associated with HPSIM4A, only a cursory discussion is included 

here. The reader is referred to section 4.3 of reference [9], 

3.3.1 SETOUT 

The OUTPUT command of COMSEC is processed by this routine. It builds the 

OUTTAB table that contains information to be used when printing simulation results. 

This information will not be altered throughout the remainder of the simulation. 

3.3.2 DOINIL 

The DOINIL routine handles the initialization of memory registers as directed by 

COMSEC's INITIALIZE command. It makes use of the PUTBIT sub-routine which 

performs the actual loading of the SVT nodes. PUTBIT has been modified in order to 

implement HPSIM4A's multiple clock feature. The Last Symbol Value Table, LSVT, is 

the new table that must be loaded with NSVT and OSVT. In short, LSVT provides 

HPSIM4A the ability to take back any action that was completed prior to the clock in 

question being verified as "active". 

3.3.3 PRINTS 

This routine is called to initiate the printed results. That is, using the information 

from the OUTTAB, PRINTS begins the output by actually printing the header and the 

names of the symbols that the user has requested in the OUTPUT command. Finally, 

it calls the sub-routine PRILIN to print the initial values of these symbols, indicating the 

state of the UAHPL circuit prior to the first clock period. 



3.3.4 DOEXTL 

Servicing COMSEC's EXLINES command is DOEXTL. This routine is similar to 

DOINIL in that it utilizes PUTBIT to do the actual SVT loading of the symbols indicated 

in the command list. However, since COMSEC allows the user to control the input 

stream throughout the entire simulation, DOEXTL will also be used throughout the entire 

simulation and will call upon GETVAL and its sub-routines, INTRAN and FEDVAL, to 

decipher EXLINES' more complicated representation. Refer to Figures 4.3 through 4.5 

of reference [9]. 

3.3.5 SETNST 

The execution of this routine is the signal that simulation is about to begin. 

Referring to Table 19, SETNST's first assignment is to load the Next Executable Step 

Table, NEST, with a row corresponding to each Module's ENDSEQUENCE steps. Then 

the sub-routine QLINER is called to execute a CONTROLRESET step. If QLINER does 

not find a CONTROLRESET, simulation will stop. The action of the CONTROLRESET 

will be to load the initial step(s) of each Module into columns 4 - 8 of the 

corresponding NEST row. SETNST's next task is to update NEST for the first clock 

period. Each entry in columns 4 - 8 is converted to its own NEST row and 

ENDSEQUENCE rows corresponding to Modules with no ENDSEQUENCE action, other 

than the CONTROLRESET, are shifted off the top. Note that a CONTROLRESET to a 

NODELAY step is not allowed. Also, SQRT column 3 is incremented so as not to 

execute an unconditional CONTROLRESET again. Finally, the Last Next Executable 

Step Table, LNEST, is loaded by calling LLNEST. This sub-routine saves a copy of 
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Table 19. Next Executable Steps Table (NEST) 

Column # Description 

1 Module's SYSTAB row 

2 Step number 

3 If =1, indicates a NODELAY step 

4 - 8 Next step numbers 
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NEST, in LNEST, so that it may be used to recall the state of the Modules if action is 

taken prior to their clocks being confirmed as "active". 

3.4 The Simulation Sub-System 

Now that error checking is complete, memory and input lines initialized (NSVT, 

OSVT and LSVT) and the starting state of the circuit description determined (NEST and 

LNEST), the actual simulation begins. To do this, the System Supervisor calls on the 

Simulator Sub-System. This sub-system will continue to operate throughout the 

remainder of the simulation. Its four major components are a Scheduler, an Executor, 

an Output Processor and a Controller. The individual sub-routines of the Scheduler, 

Executor and Output Processor will be discussed first. This will facilitate the explanation 

of the Controller, and the Simulation Sub-System, as a whole. 

3.4.1 The Simulation Scheduler 

This set of routines is responsible for maintaining, entering, deleting and 

retrieving information from NEST and underwent considerable modification to implement 

HPSIM4A's multiple clock feature. It consists of a number of utility functions and sub

routines and five major routines. 

3.4.1.1 Scheduler Utilities. This group of functions and subroutines does the 

tedious interfacing with NEST and LNEST. Their details are as follows, with those 

specifically added for multiple clocks marked with an asterisk (*). 

1) ALRACT - given a NEST row number and a pointer to an SQRT row, determines 

if the SQRT row pointed to is already in NEST. 

2) *CLKACT - given an SVT pointer and column number, determines if the bit had 

an "active", falling, edge during this clock cycle. 
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3) *FIXNST - given a Module's SYSTAB row, deletes that Module's NEST rows and 

moves its LNEST rows into NEST. 

4) FNDSTP - given a Module's SYSTAB row and a step number, find the 

corresponding SORT row and return its pointer. 

5) *GMCTR - given a Module's SYSTAB row number, returns its CTAB row number. 

6) LDNEST - given a NEST row number, load it with the other 8 arguments 

provided. 

7) *LLNEST - copies the NEST rows of the indicated Module (except 

ENDSEQUENCE rows) into LNEST. 

8) *RLLNST - given a Module's SYSTAB row, deletes that Module's LNEST rows 

and adds its NEST rows to LNEST. 

3.4.1.2 NACTS. The Next ACTive Step routine performs the function of finding 

the next step, among the NEST rows, to be executed in the correct order. The 

NODELAY steps are provided first, followed by ENDSEQUENCE steps, and finally the 

regular steps in the control sequence. NACTS keeps track of which NEST rows and 

which type of steps have already been pulled. It also flags the simulator when all of 

the current active steps have been pulled and if a complete DEADEND has been 

reached. 

3.4.1.3 NSTNEW. The first task performed by this routine is to keep track of 

the number of clock cycles completed and end the simulation if the user-provided clock 

limit has been reached. However, its greatest responsibility is creating new NEST rows, 

based on the steps entered into NEST columns 4 - 8 during execution, and deleting 

used ones. There are three cases it may encounter. The first is the case when no 



specific branching quadruples were executed, leaving NEST columns 4 - 8 empty. 

NSTNEW will try to create a row associated with the next numerical step. The second 

case is when a DEADEND step was executed. Its associated NEST row is simply 

deleted. The third case is when branching quadruples were executed. A NEST row 

will be created for each non-empty column 4-8, if it does not create an endless 

NODELAY loop. 

3.4.1.4 NSTRST. This routine is called after NODELAY steps have been found 

and/or are ready to be executed. It acts to negate the effects of the following call to 

NSTNEW. That is, it resets the NACTS mechanism so that its next action is to look for 

NODELAY steps. If needed, it executes the waiting NODELAY steps previously found. 

Next, it modifies NEST so that NSTNEW will not delete the current active steps that 

have yet to be executed. Finally, it adjusts the clock counter so NSTNEW will not count 

successive NODELAY steps each as a separate clock cycle. 

3.4.1.5 RSTNST. This routine is called as part of the Simulator Sub-System's 

Executor when an asynchronous CONTROLRESET has been encountered. However, 

its action affects the NEST table and, hence, the order of the steps to be executed. 

The Executor calls CBRNCH to load NEST columns 4 - 8 with the steps to which the 

Module will be reset. CBRNCH, in turn, calls RSTNST to delete all of that Module's 

NEST rows and create new active NEST rows for the reset steps. QLINER is then 

called to execute the steps and RLLNST is called to correct the contents of LNEST. 

3.4.1.6 NOTRAN. This routine acts as a dividing point between clock cycles. 

While previously it performed functions associated exclusively with the Executor, its 

HPSIM4A version also includes Scheduler functions. First, it determines which CTAB 

rows point to "active" clocks. This is done by using CLKACT to check for a high to low 
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transition and by correcting these results if the clock is driven by a Module whose clock 

was not "active" during the period in question. It uses this information to determine if 

the NEST entries for each Module are valid. If a Module was not "active", FIXNST is 

called to retrieve its old NEST entries from LNEST and a flag is set to indicate this to 

the rest of the Scheduler. 

3.4.2 The Simulation Executor 

The Simulation Sub-System's Executor is responsible for performing the actual 

simulation. It interprets the UAHPL control sequence to manipulate data and make 

transfers among SVT nodes, and to make entries into NEST columns 4 - 8 that indicate 

the UAHPL step sequence. This is accomplished using a library of sub-routine and 

function utilities and sub-routines relating to action, execution control and sub-module 

invocation. Also, as previously noted, the sub-routine NOTRAN performs tasks 

associated with the Executor as well as the Scheduler. Its Executor function is to 

perform the final transfer of data, from its temporary location in NSVT, to OSVT. 

However, this is only done if the SVT node was linked with a clock that was "active" 

during the clock cycle in question. Otherwise, it restores NSVT and OSVT, with their 

previous clock cycle contents, from LSVT. 

3.4.2.1 Executor Utilities. The utilities, PACK, MAKPAT and GENMSK, similar to 

those sub-routines associated with the Scheduler, perform the detailed data 

manipulation required by the Executor. Next in the hierarchy of utilities are GETVEC, 

PUTBIT, PUTVEC and PUTPCV. In general, these sub-routines interface with data at 

the SVT node level. They call upon the more basic utilities to "get" and "put" data 

between their SVT nodes and commonly used data vectors. The new sub-routine, 
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PUTPCV, was designed specifically to handle the transfer of data from a sub-module 

when only a segment of its available vector is needed. DSCBND is a utility used 

extensively throughout the Executor. Given a TOTS row number and an FTAB row 

number, it will return the applicable SVT pointer and all dimensioning attributes of the 

operand in question. In the case of FREG's, it may be necessary to call EXTUN to 

execute the THUNK table. 

3.4.2.2 Execution Action Routines. These routines are called individually to 

handle one type of production. Refer to Table 20. In general, they use OSVT values 

as operands to produce NSVT values and let NOTRAN take care of moving NSVT to 

OSVT, in mass, at the end of the clock cycle. However, asynchronous transfers and 

connection productions load OSVT. There are several of these routines that merit 

explanation. BRANCH and CBRNCH execution affect the NEST table and not SVT 

tables. When CBRNCH is used to execute a conditional CONTROLRESET, it interrupts 

the preset order of execution and immediately sends the reset steps to be executed. 

Refer to Section 3.4.1.5 of this paper. PUTDLR and PUTCLR are used for transfers of 

all kinds. They utilize DLMCAT, DLMCCA and DLMRCA for destination column and row 

catenation. Catenation productions are not executed in the order of their occurrence 

but are skipped over and saved for execution as part of the terminal production. Lastly, 

GETGLM is used not only for conditional source operands but also for simulating 

BUSFN, a Standard CLU. 



Table 20. Execution Action Routines 

Routine Production(s) Description 

- 343 Null 

BRANCH 344, 372, 632 Deadend, Branch, CONTROLRESET 

CBRNCH 371, 631 Conditional Branch and CONTROLRESET 

CONSVC 603, 604 Bit-string, Encode 

LOGCL1 551, 571 One operand logic (+/, &/) 

LOGCL2 541, 561, 581 Two operand logic (@, +, &) 

INVERT 591 Logical complement (~) 

GETGLM 481 Conditional General Line Register or 
Memory (GLRM) operation and BUSFN 

GLMCCA 531 GLRM column catenation 

GLMRCA 431 GLRM row catenation 

PUTDLR 411, 451, 
461, 463, 464 

Connection; Synchronous, asynchronous, 
and asynchronous set and reset transfers 

PUTCLR 452, 462 Conditional synchronous and 
asynchronous transfers 

DLMCAT 471, 511 Destination (LHS) catenation 

DLMCCA 471 Destination (LHS) row catenation 

DLMRCA 511 Destination (LHS) column catenation 

SBMOD1 391, 392, 
601, 602 

Sub-Module invocation 
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3.4.2.3 Execution Control. Control of the execution is provided by three main 

routines. QLINER, ORDER and EXECUT remain essentially unchanged from their 

HPSIM4 versions. Reference [9] should be consulted for a detailed explanation. The 

following overview will suffice for the purposes of this paper. 

1. QLINER initiates the execution process. Once called, it begins to build the CEQ 

and CEQREF tables and their pointers, to be used by ORDER and its 

associated sub-routines. However, if the user so chooses, production ordering 

can be eliminated and EXECUT wiil be called to execute productions in the 

order they appear in the QTABLE. 

2. ORDER uses the sub-routines FRMSEG, PUTSEG, ORTB2 and ORTB1 to build 

the SEG, SEGREF and ORT1 tables. These are used to determine the proper 

order of productions that occur in the same clock cycle. Basically, if a symbol 

appears on both the RHS and LHS of concurrent productions, the production 

giving the LHS result will be sent to EXECUT, for action, first. 

3. EXECUT is the distributor of the Executor's Action Routines. Once called, either 

from QLINER or ORDER, it determines which routine will be invoked to simulate 

the current quadruple. 

3.4.2.4 Sub-Module Routines. The routines in this group have either been 

modified or added to implement FREG's. As depicted in Table 20 and Figure 4, the 

sub-routine SBMOD1 is called when any sub-module is encountered in the control 

sequence. If this sub-module is found to be a CLU, control is immediately transferred 

to one of the 8 sub-routines listed in Table 21. Note that the type of Standard CLU 

was already deciphered and stored in TOTS by the Pre-Processor sub-routine CHKCLU, 
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EXECUT 

SBMODI 

Standard CLU Routines 

INVOKI 

LEXEI 
/ \ 
\ / 

FEXEI 

SBM0D2 

Standard CLU Routines 

INV0K2 

LEXE2 
\ 

\ / 
FEXE2 

SBM0D3 

Standard CLU Routines 

Error Message 

Figure 4. Sub-Module Invocation 



Table 21. Standard CLU Routines 

Routine Standard Name Code 

ADD ADD( X; Y; C) 4 

ASSOC ASSOC( X; Y) 7 

COMPAR COMPARE( X; Y) 8 

DCD DCD( X) 2 

DEC DEC( X) 5 

GETGLM BUSFN( X; Y) 3 

INC INC( X) 1 

SUB SUB( X; Y) 6 
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to be retrieved during simulation by SBMOD1. If this sub-module is actually a FREG, 

INVOK1 is called. 

If the current production is a conditional FREG invocation, INVOK1 's first task is 

to check the state of the conditional bit. Otherwise, the applicable FTAB row is 

determined first. The Pre-Processor sub-routine CHKFNR stored the FTAB row in TOTS 

or, if the FREG is called by another FREG, in EFTAB (see Table 22). The next step 

is to link the actual arguments in the control sequence with the dummy arguments in 

the FREG's definition. If an argument is designated "??", meaning "no connection", it 

is allowed to "float high". 

The actual simulation of FREG's is done in a manner similar to that of each step 

in a Module. Referring to Figure 4, INVOK1 will call FEXE1, for a full FREG invocation, 

or LEXE1 if the FREG is used for its combinational logic only and thus its memory 

registers will not be altered. FEXE1 and LEXE1 are the FREG execution distributors 

and are similar to EXECUT with the following exceptions. First, branching and 

CONTROLRESET productions are not legal within FREG's. Second, synchronous and 

asynchronous transfers, as well as full FREG invocation productions, will be ignored by 

LEXE1. And third, sub-module simulation will be handled by SBMOD2 instead of 

SBMOD1. 

Again referring to Table 4, SBMOD2, INVOK2, FEXE2 and LEXE2 perform the 

same functions as SBMOD1, INVOK1, FEXE1 and LEXE1, respectively, for FREG's called 

inside FREG's. SBMOD3 is called to support the next level of sub-modules. However, 

SBMOD3 will only support Standard CLU's. A third level of FREG's generates an error 

message. If an additional level of FREG's is desired, sub-routines INVOK3, FEXE3, 

LEXE3 and SBMOD4 would have to be created. Granted, this is a simple method of 
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QTABLE 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 

391 (Name) (ARG) (Condition) 

392 (Name) (ARG) 0 

601 (Name) (ARG) (Result) 

602 (Name) (ARG) (Result) 

(Name), (ARG), (Condition) and (Result) are pointers to TOTS rows. 

TOTS 

Operand Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 

(Name) -1 # of Cols # of rows SRT row 

(ARG) -4 # of ARG's X 1st ARG 
row 

(Result) -2 # of Cols # of Rows Y 

*(Cond.) -1 # of Cols # of Rows SRT row 

*(Cond.) -2 # of Cols # of Rows Y 

* - either/or 

_X_ 
Originally 0, CHKSUB set the following codes: 

If >0, the code for a Standard CLU 
If <0 and called from a Module, the FTAB row 
If <0 and called from a FREG, a displacement into EFTAB for FTAB row 

JL 
If >0, a pointer to SVT 
If <0, a displacement into FTOT for SVT pointer 
If -1, indicates a "no connection" 
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implementing the embedding of FREG's, but is necessitated by FORTRAN'S lack of 

recursive capabilities. It will also keep the run-time down by not requiring the storing 

and retrieving of pointers and variable values from a stack, as the use of a single set 

of sub-routines would require. 

3.4.3 The Simulation Output Processor 

The Output Processor formats and performs the actual printing of results as 

requested by the user. PRILIN is its main routine and services the VIEW, SUPPRES 

S and OUTPUT commands of COMSEC. It utilizes the OUTTAB table, previously 

assembled during the Initializer's SETOUT routine, and is called when the current clock 

cycle is complete and results are to be printed. Also, recall that PRILIN was called 

from the Initializer's PRINTS routine to print the initial values of symbols listed in the 

OUTPUT command. 

The sub-routine DUMPS sen/ices the DUMPS command of COMSEC when the 

simulation is ending or aborted. LSTSTP lists the active steps in each clock cycle, if 

requested in the OPTION command list. This section of the Simulation Sub-System 

remains unchanged from its HPSIM4 version. 

3.4.4 The Simulation Controller 

Now that the details of individual routines have been covered, Simulation Control 

can be described in general terms. When the Simulation Sub-System ia called upon, 

HPSIM4A is actually calling the main routine of the Sub-System's Controller, SIMUL. 

It acts to invoke the previously described Scheduler, Executor and Output Processor 

routines, as needed, to insure that all simulation events occur in the correct order. In 

general, for each clock cycle, the sequence of events is as follows. 
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1) Perform ENDSEQUENCE steps 

2) Perform regular control sequence steps 

3) Print the current active steps, if requested 

4) Perform NODELAY steps 

5) Print results 

6) Load external lines 

7) Perform New to Old SVT transition 

8) Save the state of the simulation 

However, the following detailed discussion refers to Figure 5, with the events 

above referenced in parentheses, for its explanation of SIMUL Prior to SIMUL's being 

called, NEST was loaded with the CONTROLRESET steps, by SETNST, and LNEST was 

loaded from NEST, by LLNEST. SIMUL initially calls NACTS to return ENDSEQUENCE, 

then regular steps. If a step is found, QLINER either begins setting up CEQ related 

tables or calls EXECUT. NACTS is called again and, if no step is found, either ORDER 

is called to invoke EXECUT for all productions in the CEQ tables or nothing is done. 

Next, if the user has listed OPTION 4 in the COMSEC input file, LSTSTP will print the 

active steps in this clock cycle. 

The next event is to simulate the waiting NODELAY steps. First, NSTNEW is 

called to decrement the clock cycle counter. Then it creates new NEST rows from the 

steps entered in its columns 4 - 8. The new rows are used by NACTS to find 

NODELAY steps. If one is found, QLINER is called either to set up the CEQ tables or 

to call EXECUT. NACTS again looks for a NODELAY step. If no more can be found, 

it exits this part of SIMUL. However, if any NODELAY steps have been found in this 
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Figure 5. SIMUL Flow Diagram 
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clock cycle, the possibility exists that they may transfer control to yet another NODELAY 

step. Therefore, NSTNEW and NACTS must be called yet another time to find a 

NODELAY step and the process is repeated. Before this occurs, NSTRST must perform 

several functions. First, it resets NACTS so that NODELAY's are its first priority. 

Second, it calls ORDER either to invoke EXECUT on all productions in the CEQ tables 

or to do nothing. Third, it manipulates NEST so that NSTNEW will only try to deal with 

the successor steps of previous NODELAY steps. And finally, it increments the clock 

cycle counter to counteract NSTNEW's decrementing it again in the same clock period. 

The simulation of this clock cycle is completed when no additional NODELAY steps are 

generated for NACTS to find. 

PRILIN is next to be called to handle printing of the results. DOEXTL follows, 

to sen/ice the EXLINES command of COMSEC. To complete the simulation's execution, 

NOTRAN determines which clocks were "active" during this clock cycle. Then it uses 

LNEST to rewind the NEST entries, of Modules whose clocks were not "active", to their 

previous states. Finally, NOTRAN completes the loading of synchronous circuit 

elements by loading OSVT from NSVT, for those nodes with "active" clocks, and 

returning SVT node pairs with "inactive" clocks to their previous values. 

Before proceeding with the next clock cycle, the state of the circuit will be 

remembered by loading LNEST from NEST. Also, if NOTRAN encountered an "inactive" 

Module and rewound the NEST table, the step returned from the last call to NACTS 

may not be valid and NACTS must be called again. The simulation will end when 

NSTNEW detects a complete DEADEND, indicated by a NEST table containing 

ENDSEQUENCE steps only, or when the clock limit has been reached. 
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There is one special case not conveyed by Figure 5. When a conditional 

CONTROLRESET takes place, during execution of ENDSEQUENCE steps, control is 

transferred to RSTNST. This sub-routine immediately corrects the affected Module's 

NEST entries, recalls the previous states of SVT nodes and saves the new NEST entries 

in LNEST by calling RLLNST. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.0 USING HPSIM4A 

The implementation of HPSIM4A, as described in the previous chapter, is of little 

value unless it is to be used. In order to take full advantage of the simulator's new 

features, the user must understand its capabilities, limitations, and the assumptions 

under which it operates. With the aid of the example in Figure 6, this chapter describes 

these conditions as imposed by STAGE1, COMSEC and the simulation approach itself. 

Note that Figure 6 appears for illustrative purposes and as a model of syntax only and 

is not intended to be simulated. On the other hand, the examples in Figures 7 and 8 

demonstrate actual simulations and are treated in detail. 

4.1 STAGE1 and COMSEC Constraints 

Below is a list of limitations on HPSIM4A caused by the current implementations 

of STAGE1 and COMSEC. If further clarification is necessary, an expanded explanation 

follows. It should be noted that STAGE1 performs little error checking of sub-modules 

and modification of STAGE1 and/or COMSEC will relax most of these constraints. 

1. A FREG cannot invoke itself - no recursion. 

2. The circuit must be described in a top-down fashion (See Figure 6). 

3. Elements internal to a FREG cannot be initialized, monitored during simulation, 

used as conditions or be referred to in any way in the COMSEC input. 

4. Parameters are reserved for clocks and dimensioning information ONLY. 



MODULE: TOP. 
EXINPUTS: START[2]; TSTCLK[4]. 
INPUTS: CLK4. 
LABELS: TC = TSTCLK[1]. 
FNREGS: FREGA[4] <: FR <. TC; 4; 2 .>. 
FNREGS: FREGB[8] <: FR <. CLK4; 8; 6 .>. 
MEMORY: TEST[8] <. TC .>. 

BODY SEQUENCE: CLK4. 
1 FREGA( TSTCLK; TC; START) <=; 

FREGB( TEST; CLK4; START,TEST[2:5]) * TSTCLK[3] < 
2 FREGA( TEST[3:6]; TC; TSTCLK[0:1]) <=; 

=>(1). 
ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET (1). 
END. 

FREG: FR( DATA; EDGE; CODE) <. EDGE; OUT; NUM 
INPUTS: CODE[NUM]; EDGE; DATA[OUT]. 
LABELS: LC = CODE[NUM-1]. 
FNREGS: REGA[OUT] <: REG <. EDGE; OUT .>. 
FNREGS: REGB[NUM] <: REG <. LC; NUM .>. 
MEMORY: MEMREGA[OUT]; MEMREGB[NUM]; CLEARB[NUM], 
OUTPUTS: LINE[OUT]. 

BODY 
REGA( DATA; (&/CODE); LC) <=; 
MEMREGAfO] <= REGA[0]( DATA; DATA[0]; EDGE); 
MEMREGB * ^CODEfO] <= CLEARB; 
MEMREGB * CODE[0] <= REGB( CODE; DATA[0]; LC); 
LINE = MEMREGA. 
END. 

Figure 6. Illustrative Example 



FREG: REG( DUMMY; BIT; TRIG) <. TRIG; IN .>. 
INPUTS: TRIG; BIT; DUMMYfIN]. 
OUTPUTS: LINE[IN]. 
MEMORY: LOC[IN]. 
CLUNIT: ADD[IN+1]. 

BODY 
LOC <= ADD[1:IN]( DUMMY; LOC; BIT); 
LINE = LOC. 
END. 

MODULE: FOURTH. 
EXINPUTS: CLOCK. 
OUTPUTS: CLK4. 
MEMORY: C[2]. 
CLUNITS: UP[2] <.INC. 

BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 C <= UP(C); 

=>(1). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET (1); 
CLK4 = C[0]. 
END. 

Figure 6. Illustrative Example - Continued 
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5. The vector length of a binary encoded number may not be dependent on a 

dimensioning parameter. 

6. LABELS of sub-modules and LABELS internal to sub-modules are not allowed. 

7. Sub-modules with subscripts may not appear in the argument list of other sub-

modules. The following will relieve any problems this may cause. 

ARGBUS = FUNCTA[1]( LIST1; LIST2); 
FUNCTB( LISTC; ARGBUS) <=. 

8. Both dimensions of a 2-dimensional element must be explicitly called out. 

To clarify item 2, the Module or FREG, in which a FREG is declared (used), must 

be defined before the declared FREG is defined. In other words, the higher level 

construct must be defined first. Note, in Figure 6, that Module TOP is defined before 

the FREG FR which is defined before the FREG REG. 

Concerning item 3, COMSEC has no mechanism to distinguish between the 

internal elements of different FREG's that use the same definition. The results of using 

them in the COMSEC input are unpredictable. Refer to FREGA and FREGB in Figure 

6. 

There does not seem to be any strong justification for the restriction of item 5. 

Never the less, STAGE1 will flag this as a fatal error. In Figure 6, note the use of 

CLEARB in the FREG FR. If STAGE1 is modified to eliminate item 5, the HPSIM4A 

routines FRGTOT, EXECUT, FEXE1, FEXE2, LEXE1, LEXE2 and CONSVC will also 

require modification. 
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Item 6 is due to the fact that STAGE1 does not set up SRT correctly for LABELS 

internal to sub-modules. Once STAGE1 is corrected, a slight modification to the 

HPSIM4A routine LINK is all that is required to remove this restriction. 

The restriction of item 7 is necessitated by an error in STAGE1. When a sub-

module with subscripts is used as an argument, STAGE1 sets up SRT differently than 

it would if this sub-module did not have subscripts. STAGE1 then becomes confused 

and is unable to correctly set up the ARG table. HPSIM4A is, in fact, capable of 

handling this case if the appropriate corrections are incorporated into STAGE1. 

STAGE1 also contains an error that necessitates item 8. It will not generate an 

error, only assume the wrong dimensions. Therefore, use the following: 

MEMORY: M<8>[8]; X[8]. 
BODY 

1 X <= M<5>[0:7]. 

and not 

1 X <= M<5>. 

HPSIM4A performs various error checking functions on FREG's out of self-

defense. Obviously, when performed here instead of by STAGE1, run-time is adversely 

affected. An example of an error that would get by STAGE1 is: 

MEM[0:7] <= BUS[0:1]. 

It should be noted that there are errors that STAGE1 and HPSIM4A choose not 

to flag. It is thought that the user may possibly want to use these in special 

circumstances. An example is: 

1 FREGA( DATA; ADR) <=; 
FREGA( INFO; ADR) <=. 
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4.2 New Clocking Capabilities 

Providing a mechanism for specifying the driving clock of a Module or a 

particular register adds quite a bit of flexibility to the UAHPL language. It, also, gives 

the circuit designer an additional tool with which to create a realistic circuit. However, 

due to STAGE1 's lack of error checking of parameters and inter-Module INPUTS and 

OUTPUTS, and due to HPSIM4's established method of simulating connections, 

asynchronous transfers and asynchronous setting and clearing of memory registers, the 

following assumptions are essential to HPSIM4A's implementation of this new facility. 

1. A master clock of a Module must be a single bit and be declared type EXINPUT 

or INPUT in the Module it controls. See CLK4 in Figure 6. 

2. Clocks of type INPUT must be driven by the OUTPUT of another Module. This 

OUTPUT must be the result (LHS) of an unconditional ENDSEQUENCE 

connection statement. The source (RHS) of the connection must be a flip-flop 

which changes states synchronously ONLY. The order of these Modules, in the 

UAHPL, is not important. See CLK4 in Figure 6. 

3. Clocks of type EXINPUT are assumed to be synchronous and to be the fastest 

clocks available regardless of the Module in which they are declared. See TC 

in Figure 6. 

4. When specifying parameters of a memory register or FREG, the driving clock 

must be the first parameter listed. This is required even if the clock is the same 

as the driving clock of the Module's control sequence. These clocks must be 

declared type EXINPUT, INPUT, LABEL or MEMORY. See FREGB in Figure 6. 
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5. In all cases where a clock of more than one bit is specified, the most significant 

bit of the lowest numbered word will be assumed. This is due to STAGEI's 

inability to handle the following. 

MEMORY: TEST <.DUMMY[1].>. 

An easy remedy is to use: 

LABELS: D1 = DUMMY[1]. 
MEMORY: TEST <.D1.>. 

6. When defining a FREG using parameters, its driving clock must be the first 

parameter listed. It also must be declared type INPUT and must appear in the 

argument list. 

A result of item 3 is that the designer is prevented from using the EXLINES 

command of COMSEC to generate a clock with no set frequency and/or duty cycle. 

Though it can be argued that an unpredictable EXLINE as a clock is very realistic, the 

two alternatives to item 3 were dismissed. Since distinguishing between EXINPUTS 

controlled by an EXLINES command and EXINPUTS which are not would be difficult at 

best, the first alternative would involve altering STAGE1 to accept a new type 

declaration differentiating the two. Given that much prior research has been based on 

STAGE1, this seemed out of the question. The second alternative, assuming ail 

EXINPUTS are controlled by EXLINES commands, had one glaring flaw. Since an 

EXINPUT would need two system clock cycles to make a high to low transition and be 

considered "active", it would require all simulations to be twice as long as before. In 

both cases, HPSIM4's method of loading the SVT's of EXINPUTS would need to be 

altered. With these in mind, and the fact that an EXINPUT can be used as a condition 
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in a branch, transfer, invocation or CONTROLRESET statement, with the same results, 

the assumption of item 3 was made. 

Clarifying item 4, in a realistic circuit, a FREG is usually clocked when invoked. 

That is, the control sequence does the clocking. However, there may be special cases 

where a specific driving clock would be a distinct advantage. Therefore, FREG's called 

from Modules may have clocks of type EXINPUT, INPUT, LABEL or MEMORY. However, 

if the driving clock of a FREG embedded in a FREG is declared type INPUT in the 

calling FREG, it is assumed that they both have the same driving clock. This insures 

that the embedded FREG always has the same clock. In Figure 6, the requests for 

LC as the driving clock of REGA and REGB, internal to FR, are ignored. 

4.3 Sub-Module Invocation 

The availability of sub-modules, in UAHPL, provides the user with a powerful tool. 

Not only does it save him time, but it makes his UAHPL circuit description much more 

readable. The assumptions and limitations placed on CLU and FREG use follow. 

4.3.1 Combinational Logic Units 

While HPSIM4A does not support User-Defined CLU's, it does support the use 

of 8 Standard CLU's, as mentioned in Section 3.4.3.4 and Table 21. When modifying 

HPSIM4, it was decided to standardize how all Standard CLU's may be invoked. Using 

HPSIM4A, they must first be declared using either a standard name or a reference to 

a standard name. Then, in usage, the dimensions of all arguments must reflect the 

dimensions of the CLU's declared dimensions. The output of a CLU, its name, may 

be subscripted in all cases. Note the use of the CLU's, ADD and UP, in the example 

of Figure 6. 
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4.3.2 Functional Registers 

User-Defined FREG's are a new feature supported by HPSIM4A. While their 

declaration and invocation follow the existing UAHPL grammar, the following guidelines 

will establish further standardization. With these, it is hoped that a library of FREG's 

can be developed. Again, refer to Figure 6. 

1. Only two levels of FREG's are allowed. That is, a Module may call an FREG 

which, in turn, may call another FREG. The last FREG may only call Standard 

CLU's. 

2. The user must insure that the order of UAHPL statements, internal to an FREG, 

is correct. That is, the following should be used: 

BUS = INPUT; 
MEMORY <= BUS. 

and not 

MEMORY <= BUS; 
BUS = MEMORY. 

3. A FREG may have only one OUTPUT. This OUTPUT may consist of a single row 

only. 

4. All communication between a FREG and its calling Module or FREG must be 

accomplished via its INPUTS, OUTPUTS and arguments. 

5. Parameters are reserved for clock and dimensioning information ONLY. 

6. The first parameter must be the FREG's driving clock. It must be declared a 

type INPUT and appear in the argument list. 
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7. Dimensioning parameters passed to FREG's from Modules must be integer 

constants. Dimensions passed from one FREG to the next may be undeclared, 

dummy variables. 

4.4 Detailed Examples 

The goal of this section is to introduce the new features of HPSIM4A through a 

meaningful example. Since no realistic circuit could possibly fully demonstrate the 

simulator's new capabilities, two unrealistic examples were designed specifically for this 

purpose. 

4.4.1 Example of Multiple Clocks 

Referring to the example of Figure 7, three Modules are described, each with its 

own master clock and asynchronous CONTROLRESET line. The MEMORY registers 

TWICEMEM and HALFMEM have their own specific driving clocks. In general, the 

Module GEN is included to generate the driving clock of Module M1. Module M1, in 

turn, will generate the driving clock of Module M2. Note that while CLOCK is specified 

as the driving clock of Module GEN, HPSIM4A ignores the indicated transitions since 

it assumes that EXINPUT clocks contain an "active" edge once each system clock cycle. 

GEN is the heart of the entire circuit. When it is stopped or paused, the other 

Modules also pause. The exception being the MEMORY register TWICEMEM, which is 

driven by CLOCK, an EXINPUT. First, Module M1 is asynchronously CONTROLRESET 

to step 3, although it can not proceed until an "active" edge appears on its master 

clock line. However, once a Module begins a step, all logic becomes valid and data 

is clocked into TWICEMEM by virtue of its specific clock. GEN is then 

CONTROLRESET to step 1 and begins generating Module M1 's clock. When GEN is 
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UAHPL Description 

MODULE: GEN. 
EXINPUTS: CLOCK; RESET. 
OUTPUTS: CLK[4]; GENSTP[2]. 
MEMORY: FF[4]. 

BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 GENSTP = \0,1\. 
2 FF[3] <= ~FF[3]; GENSTP = \1,0\; 

FF[2] <= ( FF[2] ! ~FF[2]) * ( ~FF[3], FF[3]); 
= >(2). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET (RESET)/(1); 
CLK[2] = FF[2]; CLK[3] = FF[3]. 
END. 

MODULE: M1. 
EXINPUTS: CLOCK; RESET1. 
INPUTS: CLK[4]. 
OUTPUTS: M1STP[2]; CLK2. 
MEMORY: MEM[4]. 
MEMORY: TWICEMEM[4] <. CLOCK .>. 
LABELS: HALFC = MEM[3]. 
MEMORY: HALFMEM[4] <. HALFC .>. 
CLUNITS: INC[4]. 
LABELS: C = CLK[3]. 

BODY SEQUENCE: C. 
1 MEM <= INC( MEM); TWICEMEM < 

M1STP = \0,1\. 
2 MEM <= INC( MEM); TWICEMEM < 

M1STP = \1,0\. 
3 MEM <= INC( MEM); TWICEMEM < 

M1STP = \1,1\; 
= >(1). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET (RESET1)/(3) 
CLK2 = MEM[3]. 
END. 

= INC( MEM); HALFMEM <= INC( MEM) 

= INC( MEM); HALFMEM <= INC( MEM) 

= INC( MEM); HALFMEM <= INC( MEM) 

Figure 7. Example of Multiple Clocks 



MODULE: M2. 
EXINPUTS: RESET2. 
INPUTS: CLK2. 
OUTPUTS: M2STP[3]. 
MEMORY: REG[3]. 
CLUNITS: INC[3]. 

BODY SEQUENCE: CLK2. 
1 REG <= INC( REG); M2STP = \0,0,1\. 
2 REG <= INC( REG); M2STP = \0,1,0\. 
3 REG <= \0,0,0\; M2STP = \0,1,1\. 
4 REG[1] <= \1\; M2STP = \1,0,0\; 

=>(1). 
5 REG[0] <= \1\; M2STP = \1,0,1\; 

=>(1). 
ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET (RESET2)/(5). 
END. 

Input to COMSEC 

VIEW 30 VON. 
OPTIONS 3. 
OUTPUTS CLOCK; RESET; GENSTP; FF; C; RESET1; M1STP; MEM; HALFC; 

HALFMEM; TWICEMEM; CLK2; RESET2; M2STP; REG. 
EXLINES RESET = 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0#16, 1, 1, 0; 

RESET1 = 0, 1, 0#20, 1,1,0; 
RESET2 = 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0#5, 1, 0; 
CLOCK = ( 0, 1 )#20. 

Figure 7. Example of Multiple Clocks - Continued 
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
21 -APR-89 HPSIM4A OUTPUT 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
TIME 03:00:00 

CLOCK # 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

$$$ UNIVERSAL AHPL FUNCTION LEVEL SIMULATION $$$ 

CLOCK 
RESET 

GENSTP 
FF 

C 
RESET1 

M1STP 
MEM 

HALFC 
HALFMEM 

TWICEMEM 
CLK2 

0 0 00 0000 0 0 00 0000 0 0000 0000 0 0 000 000 
0 0 00 0000 0 0 00 0000 0 0000 0000 0 0 000 000 
1 0 00 0000 OfiHflHOOOOlO 0000 0000 0 0 000 000 
0 0 00 0000 0 0 11 0000 0 OOOOTTO 0 0 000 000 
1 0 00 0000 0 0 11 0000 0 0000 0001 0 0 000 000 
0 (i)^ 0000 0 0 11 0000 0 0000 0001 0 0 000 000 
1 0 10 0000 0 0 11 0000 0 0000 0001 0 0 000 000 

0 0 10 0011 1 0 01 COOOli 1^00010010)1x0 000 000 
1 o 10 oooo o o 10 mTooOTolooio cro ooo ooo 
0010 0001 1 o 10 0010 o 0010 0011 ofiHfoi) ooo 
1 0 10 0010 0 0 11 0011 1 0010 0011 1 0 101 000 
0 0 10 0011 1 0 11 0011 1 0010 0100 1^0 101*000} 
1 0 10 0000 0 0 01 0100 0 0100 0100 0 0 00T 100* 
0 0 10 0001 1 0 01 0100 0 0100 0101 0 0 001 100 
1 0 10 0010 0 0 10 0101 1 0100 0101 1 0 001 100 
0010 0011 1 o 10 0101 1 0100 0110 i>ffKToi)>iooN 
1 o 10 oooo 0011 0110 o 0110 0110 oo oorioo' 
0 0 10 0001 1 0 11 0110 0 0110 0111 0 0 001 100 

Figure 7. Example of Multiple Clocks - Continued 

RESET2 
M2STP 
I REG 



20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

0010 0 0 
0011 1 0 
0000 0 0 
0000 0 
0000 o (D 
0001 1v0 
0010 0*0 
0011 1 0 
0000 0 0 
0001 1 0 
0010 0 0 

01 0111 1 
01 (gmti 
ioCTTOO 

1000 0 
1000 0 
1000 0 
Sooiki 
TooT 

10 1010 
10 1010 0 
11 1011 1 

0110 0111 1 
110 1000 1 

0 
0 

0001000 
T5O§^oo5 
1000 1001 
1000 1001 
1000 1001 
joogTfoTol 
noioholo 
10101011" 0 
1010 1011 1 

0 001 100 
0 001 100 
0 010 101* 
0 010 101 
0 010 101 
0 010 101 
0 010 101 
0 010)101} 
0 011'110' 
0 011 110 
0 011 110 

$$$ CLOCKLIMIT REACHED, UNIVERSAL AHPL SIMULATION STOPS $$$ 

Figure 7. Example of Multiple Clocks - Continued 
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CONTROLRESET again, in clock cycles 22 and 23, both M1 and M2 pause until it 

continues. However, M1 is not prevented from being asynchronously CONTROLRESET 

in clock cycles 23 and 24. 

In M1, MEMORY registers are clocked by the Module's master clock, by a clock 

faster than the master clock and by one slower. Observe, in clock cycles 22 - 28, that 

MEM requires an "active" edge on clock C to accept new data while HALFMEM requires 

HALFC, a LABEL of MEM[3], to be "active" and TWICEMEM is constantly clocked. 

Module M2's operation is dependent on both GEN and M1. Notice that 

elements internal to M2 are idle for 6 clock cycles while the other Modules recover from 

being CONTROLRESET. This demonstrates how a CONTROLRESET can be used to 

simulate unpredictable clock lines. 

4.4.2 Example of User-Defined Functional Registers 

The example of Figure 8 contains two User-Defined Functional Registers. First, 

SIM194 is a UAHPL representation of a 74194 IC shift register. Notice that UAHPL is 

capable of describing a variable width register. SIM194 can be loaded, shifted right, 

shifted left, cleared or remain idle. Clearing is made awkward, refer to the use of 

CLEAR, because of STAGEI's inability to handle a variable width vector for binary 

encoding. 

SHIFT demonstrates how two FREG's can be catenated together to create a 

higher level construct. Internal to SHIFT, FREG's L and R, both defined by SIM194, are 

declared to have a variable width. They are always referenced using arguments and 

may be used with subscripts if needed. Note that the least significant bit of the output 

is derived from combinational logic only. 



UAHPL Description 

Module: CONTROL 
EXINPUTS: CLOCK; RESET; COMMAND[3]; DATA[10]; RIN; LIN; EXTRA. 
MEMORY: STOREB[11]; STORES[8]. 
FNREG: BIG[2*5+1] <: SHIFT <. CLOCK; 5 .>. 
FNREG: SMALLL[4]; SMALLR[4] <: SIM194 <.CLOCK; 4 .>. 
BUSES: SLBUS[4]; SRBUS. 
OUTPUT: STEP[2]. 

BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 BIG( CLOCK; \0,?,?\; ??; ??; ??; \0,0,0,0\,EXTRA) <=; STEP = \0,1\; 

SMALLL( CLOCK; \0\; ??; ??; ??; ??)<=; 
SMALLR( CLOCK; \0\; ??; ??; ??; ??) <=. 

2 BIG( CLOCK; COMMAND; RIN; LIN; DATA; \0I0,0,0\,EXTRA) <=; STEP = \1, 
STOREB <= BIG( CLOCK; \0,?,?\; ??; ??; ??; \0,0,0,0\,EXTRA); 
SLBUS = SMALLL( CLOCK; ??; ??; ??; ??; ??); 
SRBUS = SMALLR[OJ(CLOCK; ??; ??; ??; ??; ??); 
SMALLL( CLOCK; COMMAND[0]; COMMAND[1:2]; RIN; SRBUS; DATA[0:3]) < 
SMALLR( CLOCK; COMMANDfO]; COMMAND[1:2]; 

SLBUS[3]; LIN; DATA[4:7]) < 
STORES <= SMALLL( CLOCK; ??; ??; ??; ??; ??), 

SMALLR( CLOCK; ??; ??; ??; ??; ??); 
= > ACOMMAND[0]/2. 

3 STOREB <= BIG( CLOCK; COMMAND; ??; ??; ??; \0,0,0,0\,EXTRA); 
STORES <= SMALLL( CLOCK; ??; ??; ??; ??; ??), 

SMALLR( CLOCK; ??; ??; ??; ??; ??); 
STEP = \1,1\; 
= >(2). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET (RESET)/(1). 
END. 

Figure 8. Example of Functional Registers 



FREG: SHIFT ( CP; COM; DSR; DSL; D; EX) <. CP; A .>. 
INPUTS: CP; COM[3]; DSR; DSL; D[2*A]; EX[A]. 
FNREGS: L[A]; R[A] <: SIM194 <.CP; A .>. 
BUSES: INNERL; INNERRfA]. 
OUTPUT: Q[2*A+1]. 

BODY 
INNERR = R( CP; ??; ??; ??; ??; ??); 
INNERL = L[A-1]( CP; ??; ??; ??; ??; ??); 
L( CP; COM[0]; COM[1:2]; DSR; INNERR[0]; D[0:A-1]) <=; 
R( CP; COM[0]; COM[1:2]; INNERL; DSL; D[A:2*A-1]) <=; 
Q = L( CP; COM[0]; COM[1:2]; DSR; DSL; D[0:A-1]), 

R( CP; COM[0]; COM[1:2]; DSR; DSL; D[A:2*A-1]), 
+/EX. 

END. 

FREG: SIM194( CP; MR; S; DSR; DSL; D) <. CP; B .>. 
INPUTS: CP; MR; S[2]; DSR; DSL; D[B]. 
MEMORY: REG[B]; CLEAR[B]. 
CLUNIT: DCD[4]. 
OUTPUT: Q[B]. 

BODY 
REG * ~MR <= CLEAR; 
REG * ( MR & +/S) <= ( REG[1 :B-1],DSL I DSR,REG[0:B-2] ! D) * DCD[1:3]( S); 
Q = REG. 
END. 

Input to COMSEC 

VIEW 45 VON. 
OPTIONS 3. 
EXLINES RESET = 0, 1, 0#25, 1, 0; 

EXTRA = ( 1#4, 0#3, 1#2, 0, 1, 0#2, 1#3, 0#4)#3; 
DATA = '3EF#11, '37F#11, '040#11, '010; 
RIN = ( 1#6, 0#6)#4; 
LIN = 0#3, ( 1 #6, 0#6)#4; 
COMMAND = '7#5, '5#4, '6#4, '7#3, '6#4, '5#4, 7#3, 

'7^^ 'R&R %{\4kO 'fi 

OUTPUTS RESET; STEP; COMMAND; RIN; DATA; LIN; BIG; STOREB; EXTRA; 
SMALLL; SMALLR; STORES. 

Figure 8. Example of Functional Registers - Continued 
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
21 -APR-89 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
HPSIM4A OUTPUT TIME 04:00:00 

$$$ UNIVERSAL AHPL FUNCTION LEVEL SIMULATION $$$ 

RESET 
STEP 

COMMAND 
RIN 

DATA 

CLOCK # 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

LIN 
BIG 

STOREB 
EXTRA 

SMALLL 
SMALLR 
I STORES 
I I 

0 00 000 0 0000000000 0 00000000000 00000000000 0 0000 0000 00000000 
0 00111 
(DCDm 
0 1 Ch111 
01/111 
010 111 
0 11 101 

1111101111 0 00000000000 00000000000 1 0000 0000 00000000 
1111101111 0 OOOOOOOOOCETbOOOOOOOOOO© 0000 0000 00000000 
tL11110111130(P0000000001JL00000000000 1 0000 0000 00000000 
1111101111To 111101111 ipooooooociofl H1111 101 lyooooooo 

111110111 Kotam 101111 i@mi ioii?iiiiioii) 1111101111 
1111101111 

0 10)101 01111101111 
o 1/101 o 1111101111 
0 10101 01111101111 1 11110111 
011 11001111101111 01110111111011110111111 011101111 11110111 

1£1 

111 

111110111101111101111001111 1011 11111011 
1111101111011111011110 Orvm_iovhiiiiioii 

111101111010111 0111K11111011 
[11110111111)1 1111 0111(11110111) 

111011 TTTTki 
1111$ 

11 01011001111101111 01110111111Q1.11101111110@ 11101111 11101111 
12 011 1100 1101111111 00111011111011101111111 00111 0111 11101111 
13 0101101 1101111111 0011101111100111011111000111 0111 01110111 
14 0 11 111 1 1101111111 010111011111 011101111101 1011 1011 01110111 
15 010111 1 1101111111 010111011111 10111011111 1 1011 1011 10111011 
16 011 111 1 1101111111 1 11011111111 10111011111 1 1101 1111 10111011 
17 0101101 1101111111 1 1101111111011011111111 01101 1111 11011111 
18 011 1101 1101111111 1 1110111111011011111110011101111 11011111 
19 01011001101111111 1 1110111111011101111110011101111 11101111 
20 011 1100 1101111111 1 011101111101110111111000111 0111 11101111 
21 010101 01101111111 1 01110111111 011101111101 0111 0111 01110111 
22 011 101 01101111111 011101111111 01110111111 1 11101111 01110111 
23 0 10 101 0 0001000000 011101111111 11101111111 1 11101111 11101111 
24 0 11 101 0 0001000000 011011111101 11101111111 1 1101 1110 11101111 
25 0 10111 1 0001000000 0 1101111110011011111101 01101 111011011110 

Figure 8. Example of Functional Registers - Continued 
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26 011 111 1 0001000000 0 0001000000011011111100 0 0001 000011011110 
27 0 10111 1 0001000000 0 00010000000100010000000 0 0001 0000 00010000 
28 1 0001000000 1r0001 oooooofifoooi 0000000©(0001 0000100010000 
29 01 (#1101 0001000000 1(0000000005ll00010000000 1(0000 0000100010000 
30 0 ir 110 1 0001000000 1 1 oooooooooofeooooooooaft0 1000 0000(00000000^ 
31 0 10 100 0 0001000000 1 10000000001 10000000000 1 1000 0000 10000000 
32 011 100 0 00010000001 1000000000010000000001 01000 000010000000 
33 0 10 101 0 0001000000 1 10000000000 10000000000 0 1000 0000 10000000 
34 011 101 0 0000010000 0 00000000011 10000000000 1 0000 0001 10000000 
35 0 10 101 0 0000010000 0 00000000011 00000000011 1 0000 0001 00000001 
36 011 111 0 0000010000 0 00000000101 00000000011 1 0000 0010 00000001 
37 0 10)111 1(000001000010 00000000100 00000000101 0 0000 0010 00000010 
38 0 1 r 111 1 0000010000 OT00000100000)00000000100 0 0000 0100 00000010 
39 010101 1 0000010000 0 00000100000 00000100000 0 0000 0100 00000100 
40 011 101 1 00000100001 00001000000 00000100000 0 00001000 00000100 
41 0 10 101 1 0000010000 1 00001000001 00001000000 1 0000 1000 00001000 
42 0 11 000 1 0000010000 1 00010000011 00001000001 1 0001 0001 00001000 
43 01CJ000 0 0000010000 1C00010000011 00010000011 1£0001 0001*00010001 
44 0 ldi110 0 0000010000 

1r00010000011 00010000011 1t0001 OOOliC 
1 (00000000001100010000011 1(0000 0000100010001 

3(5 45 0 1 r 110 0 0000010000 1 00000000000(0000000000110 0000 0000 toooooooo) 

$$$ CLOCKLIMIT REACHED, UNIVERSAL AHPL SIMULATION STOPS $$$ 

Figure 8. Example of Functional Registers - Continued 
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The Module CONTROL makes use of both FREG definitions. SMALLL and 

SMALLR are declared to be 4 bits wide and BIG is 11 bits wide. Therefore, the FREG's 

internal to BIG are 5 bits wide, even though they use the same FREG definition as 

SMALLL and SMALLR. While BIG performs essentially the same function as the 

combination of SMALLL and SMALLR, it is much easier and more compact to use. This 

would be even more evident in a Module with many steps and many more references 

to the FREG's. 

During simulation, all action is controlled by CONTROL. As soon as it is 

CONTROLRESET to step 1, the line EXTRA appears on the output of BIG. This is 

because of the direct connection contained in the definition of SHIFT. In fact, EXTRA 

will immediately appear on this bit of BIG in every step that BIG is referenced. Observe 

that FREG outputs derived from memory registers, are only altered during steps 1 and 

2, when FREG's are invoked. Also, observe that the data being clocked into STOREB 

and STORES is delayed by one clock cycle from the data being clocked into their 

associated FREG's. And finally, notice that SMALLL, SMALLR and STORES closely 

emulate the action of the 8 most significant bits of BIG and STOREB demonstrating the 

descriptive capabilities, the compactness, the readability and the convenience that the 

FREG notation brings to UAHPL and its simulations. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The result of implementing several additional features of UAHPL into an existing 

function level simulator is HPSIM4A. It is driven by the same tabular representation of 

a circuit description, the output of STAGE1, and user-supplied control information, the 

output of COMSEC, as its predecessor, HPSIM4, while requiring no changes or 

imposing no severe limitations on their input formats. This provides circuit designers 

using the Three-Stage Hardware Compiler with a much more flexible simulation tool, 

than was formerly available, that will continue to simulate previously existing UAHPL 

circuit descriptions. Only minimal changes are required to simulate descriptions 

originally targeted for STAGE'S 2 and 3. HPSIM4A also retains the characteristics of 

portability and ease of expansion and modification attributed to the source code 

language, RATFOR, and its associated "macro" processor. 

The basic design approach is modeled after that of the Three-Stage Hardware 

Compiler as a whole. That is, create executable tables, similar to those created by 

STAGE1, to be used by subsequent processes, rather than duplicate this computational 

effort throughout the entire program. In fact, many of the dimensioning and error 

checking functions performed by HPSIM4A could, and probably should, be incorporated 

into STAGE1. 

In the following list of added features, it should be noted that items 1, 2 and 3 

were incidental to the project's original goal of implementing items 4 and 5. 
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1. LABELS of LABELS 

2. "Don't Care" bit assignment 

3. "No Connection" to sub-module INPUTS 

4. Specific Multiple Clocks 

5. User-Defined Functional Registers 

The remaining sections of this chapter present the approaches used to meet 

these goals and suggest enhancements for the future. 

5.1 Multiple Clock Fundamentals 

The basic design philosophy followed, in realizing HPSIM4A's new clocking 

capability, is limited by and, therefore, tries to take advantage of the existing method 

of simulating synchronous transfers. First, concerning data registers, the NSVT table 

is used to store the data waiting to be clocked into a register. Another table, OSVT, 

is used to store its previously latched contents and represent its output line. Therefore, 

after all pending NSVT entries have been made, two clock cycles worth of information 

is available. It is then routine work to determine which of the bits specified as clocks 

will demonstrate a negative-going transition when the transfer from NSVT to OSVT is 

made. Those SVT node pairs associated with "active" clocks will be allowed to make 

their respective transfers. Those nodes that are not will be recycled to their previously 

saved states. As for the "state" of each Module, and its control sequence flip-flops, 

each active step is represented by a row in the NEST table. During simulation, entries 

are made in each row that indicate its successor steps. If a row is associated with a 

Module whose driving clock, is "active", new rows are created from the successor 
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entries. Otherwise, the successor entries are deleted, indicating that this NEST row is 

still pending simulation. 

5.1.1 Suggested Clocking Improvements 

The example in Figure 7 demonstrates how this feature increases the simulator's 

flexibility. However, provision has been made in HPSIM4A's design to implement the 

following for even more flexibility. 

1. Positive and negative edge triggered flip-flops. 

2. Clocks driven by inverting outputs of flip-flops. 

3. Clocks driven by logic gates. 

4. More meaningful use of type EXINPUT clocks. 

Item 1 would require marking flip-flops, possibly through the use of parameters, 

to be clocked by positive edges. Also, an additional routine, similar to CLKACT, is 

required to determine if a low to high transition has occurred. Items 2 and 3 can be 

taken care of in GETCS by the addition of extensive processing of SVT nodes 

designated for temporary storage. HPSIM4A's current implementation of item 4 makes 

the assumption that clocks of type EXINPUT are synchronous and are not controlled 

by EXLINES commands. However, to realistically simulate EXINPUT clocks, additional 

processing is required in GETCS, DOEXTL and PUTBIT and/or modifications required 

to STAGE1. 
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5.2 Basics of Functional Registers 

The method used to simulate an FREG takes place in two steps. First, since 

STAGE1 's output tables are optimized for simulation at the Module level, an extensive 

amount of error checking, and additional processing, is required to make the same 

information as readily available for FREG's. This processing is completed, prior to the 

onset of simulation, by creating the new tables FTAB, FDT and FTOT. These are similar 

to the existing SYSTAB, SDT and TOTS tables. Error checking is completed upon 

verifying that agreement exists between dummy arguments in the FREG definitions, and 

actual arguments used throughout the control sequence. The second stage is the 

actual simulation. One of the main reasons for using an FREG is that it adds a level 

of abstraction to the user's circuit description by representing several consecutive 

quadruples. It then follows that to simulate an FREG invocation, is to merely simulate 

several consecutive quadruples. To this end, the invocation action is, basically, to call 

an execution distributor similar to EXECUT that will sequence through all quadruples 

associated with the FREG in question. The example in Figure 8 shows how this feature 

makes the UAHPL description more readable. 

5.2.1 The Future of Sub-Modules 

While utilizing sub-modules improves the readability of a UAHPL description, 

HPSIM4A's implementation of sub-modules, and FREG's in particular, points to several 

areas that merit the consideration of further effort. Certainly improving the handling of 

sub-modules, by STAGE1, is one of these. Another is the method of simulating an 

embedded FREG. Creating a family of generic FREG's, to be made available to all 

users, should also be considered. These can be used as building blocks of a design, 
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as demonstrated in Figure 8. The number of available Standard CLU's could also be 

expanded. It should be noted that HPSIM4A's implementation of Standard CLU's lends 

itself well to accepting improvements and the implementation of FREG's facilitates the 

adding of User-Defined CLU's. While only slight modifications to HPSIM4A's 

dimensioning process are required for this addition, the following must be considered 

when augmenting its error checking and the actual simulation routines. 

1. Distinguishing Standard from User-Defined CLU's. 

2. Handling CTERMS. 

3. Simulation of FOR's. 

4. Simulation of IF's. 

5. Handling CLU's embedded in CLU's. 
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